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THE ARTEMIS QUARTET 
-PROGRAM-

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART (1756-1791) 

~in!]J_, dYC. J87 
ALLEGRO VIVACE ASSA! 

MENUETTO: ALLEGRO 

ANDANTE CANTABILE 

MOLTO ALLEGRO 

GYORGI KURTAG B. 1926 

Hommage a Mihaly Andras 

I. WHOLE NT=20 VII. 

II. WHOLE NT=60-80 

III . WHOLE NT=160-152 

IV. PRESTO 

VIII. CON SLANCIO 

V. LONTANO, CAUfO, APPENA SENTITO 

VI. WHOLE NT=20-30 

IX. PESANTE, CON l\!OTO/LEGGIERO 

X. MOLTO AGITATO 

XI. WHOLE NT=20 

XII. LEGGIERO, CON MOTO, ON DOLCE 

BELA BART6K (1881 -1945) 

~Q/Vo. J (1.927) 
PRIMA PARTE 

SECONDA PARTE 

RICAPITULAZIONE DELLA PRIMA PARTE 

PRESTO 

- INTERMISSION-

FELIX MENDELSSOHN (1809-184 7) 

~inQQ/<J4~_, W,ft. 1J_, 11clte6wahr.? 11 ("Oht!dh«e.?") 
ADAGIO: ALLEGRO VIVACE 

ADAGIO NON LENTO 

INTERMEZZO: ALLEGRETO CON MOTO 

PRESTO 

THE ARTE~IIS Qt;ARTET IS REPRESEXTED BY ~lEL\'IX K\PL\X, Ixc. 
ll5 COLLEGE STREET, BL'RLIXGTOX, \'ER.\IOXT 05401 

ll'\l'\l' .~1ELK.\P.Cml 

PIIOTOGlt\PIII).;(; .\XIJ SOl'1'D RECORDING ,\RE PROIIIBITED. 

\\'E FURTHER REQUEST TII.\T ,\lTIJIBI.E PAGl:<G DE\'ICES NOT BE ! 'SEil 

DURrnG PERFOlt\l.\);CES. l'.\Gl);G .\RRAI\GE\IENTS \L\Y BE \L\DE \\'ITH THE llSIIERS. 

\L\RTIN ~IERRJTT- STAGE \L\N.\(;ER TIM DICKSOX - TECIINIC.\L DIRECTOR ,\Nil Ll<HITII\Cl llESl(iNER 

PROGlt\\l DESIGN BY c;rn1 SNIDER CRE.\Tl\'E 8ERl'ICE8 
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WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART (1756-1791) 

Mozart set to writing the G major string quartet after a nine year absence from 
composing for this combination. Ilis previous efforts had not generated audience enthu
siasm, malting it an impractical form to pursue. During those years, however, he had 
studied with admiration Haydn's innovative set of Opus 20 quartets and then , in 1781, 
the very year of Mozart's move to Vienna , Haydn published yet another set, his famous 
Opus 33 string quartets written "in an entirely new manner." It further advanced the 
string quartet from its origins as a light divertimento to a deep "conversation among four 
intelligent friends" and Mozart was captivated. He was now 25, on his own - having freed 
himself from the stifling influence of Salzburg - and out to prove himself to the 
European capital of music. By his own admission , he studied Haydn's new quartets 
intently and within a year had written three of the six now-famous "Haydn Quartets" 
lovingly dedicated to his mentor. Of these six absolute masterpieces, we shall hear the 
first of these tonight. 

Breathtalting in its perfection, the G major quartet is meltingly graceful and charm
ing, yet laced with tender poignancy. Even though inspired by Haydn it could never be 
mistaken for Haydn. It sings more , is more highly colored with chromatic passages , and 
subtler in its emotional content. The first movement strikes a tone of openhearted 
sweetness and light. The first theme, which seems so simple, quickly expands into 
something intricate without being ornate. 1\vo more themes appear, both delicately 
cheerful. The development section that follows is intriguing because the setting is most
ly in a darker cast, and it is projecting troubled moments to come. The movement ends 
as it does in the first half, with a tiny, highly original two-bar rhythmic coda. 

The second movement, Menuetto, has several unusual features of form, length -
rather longer than the usual Minuet-Trio - and character, and is notable for the 
Haydnesque use of accented notes on the "wrong" beat, blurring the rhythm by fooling the 
ear into hearing two instead of three beats to the measure. 

The Andante cantabile that follows is the soul of the work - it is difficult not to hear 
this as a love aria from an opera - part outpouring and part lament - always intimate, 
delicate and exquisite. 

The work ends with a high-spirited fugue marked molto allegro - and if Mozart's 
letters to his father tell us anything, he meant it! - which brings to mind the final move
ment of Mozart's final symphony. In this superb work from his first year in Vienna, 
Mozart already foretold the rest of his career. 

r "' Program note © by Nora Avins Klein, February, 2002 

12 ~foc?~~ Wft. 13 
Hommage a Mihaly Andras 

GYORGY KURTAG B.1926 

Kurtag's second String Quartet was written in 1977/78 for the sixtieth birthday of 
composer, conductor and cellist Andras Mihaly. Mihaly steadfastly fostered Kurtag's 
music in Budapest and conducted all of his early work. The quartet is dedicated to the 
German town of Witten where the Eder Quartet premiered it in 1978. The composer 



called it 12 Microludes, twelve "mini-pieces." Kurtag initially worked with cycles of 
twelve "microludes" in the Jatekok, originally composing them as didactic pieces for his 
son's piano studies. But these Jatekok, of which four volumes have been published to 
date, are also a "reservoir of material" on which Kurtag repeatedly drew in later compo
sitions. Many of the pieces in these collections were subsequently elaborated, scored for 
ensembles and integrated in other cycles, for example, in his Stockhausen homage, 
Riickblick, of 1993. 

The second volume of the Jatekok ends with two cycles of microludes: an 

Hommage a Kadosa, a second cycle whose concluding pieces are Hommage a Andre 

Hajdu and Hommage a Nancy Sinatra. Each of the twelve miniatures - often consisting 

of only one line - begins on a different note, from C upwards to B. Thus, these explicit 

hommages are complemented by an implicit one to the composer of the \Veil-Tempered 

Clavier, Johann Sebastian Bach. Kurtag speaks of "a micro-well-tempered series without 

tonal constraints." Similarly, the second String Quartet consists of a cycle of twelve 

miniatures, most of them extremely brief and all of them extremely diverse. In twelve 

stages, the composer spans his entire spectrum of expression, from extreme stillness to 

"molto agitato," from dramatic eruptions to soft, limpid serenity, like Bach in his collec

tion or Bart6k in his Mikrokosmos for piano. Finally movements I, VI, and XI pay tacit 

homage to Girolamo Frescobaldi, the composer of a highly dissonant and enigmatic 

Toccata di durezze e ligature. 

These 1\vclve Microludes are one of two hommages written for Andras Mihaly: the 

third volume of the Jatekok contains the other, in which Kurtag incorporated the first 

notes of Mihaly's Cello Concerto. 

Notes supplied by lmpresariat Simmenauer 

~~~t:et~.3 
BELA BART6K (1881-1945) 

Those who knew Bart6k speak of his personal integrity with reverence. Although 
not in any personal danger, he removed himself and his family from Hungary in 1940, 
refusing ever again to speak or write German in protest against Hitler and his collabora
tors. At great financial cost to himself he moved to the United States where he refused 
good offers to teach composition because he believed it would interfere with his creative 
output. Unable to access his European funds because of the war, he accepted lesser jobs 
he would not previously have considered. A research position at Columbia University, 
lecturing at Harvard, and a few concert tours (he was a splendid pianist), kept him going 
until a small group of colleagues including Benny Goodman, Fritz Reiner, Joseph Szigeti 
and Serge Koussevitzky were able to find ways of providing a measure of stability. That 
he stubbornly rejected all attempts to provide him with monetary gifts is well known. It 
is perhaps the expression of this purity and ferociously uncompromising integrity that 
makes Bart6k's quartets compelling even to the more traditionally-disposed ear. 

What is the origin of this complex and original musical language in a composer who 

was born in 1881? His musical education, entirely in the Germanic tradition, had 

revolved around Bach, Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, and Schubert, and in his teens he 

was greatly influenced by Brahms and Dohnanyni (studying with the latter). At the 

Music Academy in Budapest he became better acquainted with the music of Wagner, 
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Liszt and Strauss (he would later "discover" Debussy); by his mid-twenties, announcing 

his intention to serve "the good of Hungary and the Hungarian ation," he wrote a well

received patriotic symphonic poem "Kossouth" (named for the leader of the failed 

Hungarian rebellion of the 19th century) in the style of Richard Strauss. But he soon dis

carded the "excesses of the Romanticists" turning instead to the study of the peasant 

music of Hungary. 

From 1905, together with Kodaly, he set out to make field recordings of the little

known music of villages and hamlets of Hungary (later adding Romania, Czechoslovakia, 

Bulgaria, Serbia and Turkey) in which he recognized surviving remnants of thousand-year 

old Greek church modes characterized by freely changing metrical and rhythmic patterns 

which he admired not only for the sound of the ancient scales but for their "unique terse

ness of expression and inexorable rejection of all inessentials." Ilis immersion in this pro

ject gave rise to the inner voice that generated the music we now associate as his. 

Whereas his music is characterized by bi-modality and modal chromaticism, it is interest

ing to note that Bart6k claimed his entire music was determined by instinct and sensibili

ty, rather than a system. 

The Third String Quartet of 1927 was written in Bart6k's 'expressionist' period (as 

~ were The Miraculous Mandarin and the two violin sonatas). It is the shortest of the six 

string quartets, and follows the first by 19 years. In it Bart6k used several interesting 
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instrumental techniques: attacks on the tailpiece of the instrument with the wooden part 

of the bow, playing on the bridge and fingerboard rather than on the strings , and sliding 

up and down the string with a single finger held down - all of which combined to conjure 

up unworldly and combative percussive sounds making this quartet perhaps the most dif

ficult for the audience. In form it is compressed into a single movement divided into four 

sections. 1\vo basic formal units with inscriptions Prima parte and Seconda parte, each 

fundamentally different in material and character are joined to two smaller sections -the 

Recapitulazione della prima parte and the Coda, the former a sort of brief resume of the 

first part, the Coda serving as something of a recapitulation of the "Second part." The sec

tions follow each other in fast-slow-fast-slow order. Short motivic ideas are treated with 

constant variation of key and presentation, appearing as canons, in inversion and imita

tion. The second part, making repeated use of rising fourths and descending minor thirds, 

has buried within it a semblance of sonata form. The piece ends in dissonance with three 

strident blows struck simultaneously in the keys of C sharp and D sharp major. 

Program notes © by Nora Avins Klein, February, 2002 

cf/~ ~in cd ffl/VJW/)(_, Wft. 1s,, 
"Ist Es Wahr?" ("Is It True?") 

FELIX MENDELSSOHN (1809-184 7) 

Mendelssohn drew part of his inspiration for this quartet from Beethoven's monu

mental late quartets, which he had just heard and which overwhelmed him with their 

many advanced features and their amazing scope and spirituality. Ile paid these works 

the greatest possible compliment by adapting several of the techniques Beethoven used -

integrated movements, fugal textures, new tonal effects, and more adventuresome har

monies - into his own quartet writing. 



The composer was also stimulated by the poem "1st Es Wahr?", written by his close 

friend Johann Gustav Droyson, with the first line, "Is it true that you are always waiting 

for me in the arbored walk?" In the spring of 1827, after falling in love while on holiday, 

the eighteen-year old Mendelssohn decided to set the poem to music. The opening three

note phrase of the song, published as Op. 9, o. 1, became the germinal melodic cell of 

the Op. 13 quartet. This motto permeates the entire quartet, sometimes in direct quota

tion, more often by recalling its rhythms or intervals. But even more incredible than the 

work's bold conception and brilliant execution are its passion and poignancy, which may 

well surpass in sincerity the feelings expressed in many of his later works. 

The quartet starts with a slow introduction. After two mood-setting phrases, 

Mendelssohn presents the all-important three-note motto "1st es wahr?" - long, short, 

long - a question he endows with great yearning and pain. The Allegro vivace then starts 

with a busy sixteen-note filigree until the viola starts the principal theme, based on the 

motto rhythm, which is expanded before the cello, playing high in its range, launches 

into the intense, impassioned second theme. The development, which starts exactly like 

the fast section, is highly contrapuntal, dissonant, and continually surging with musical 

electricity. The recapitulation is quite free, and the coda continues and builds on the 

already high energy level to reach a climactic ending. 

The extremely emotional Adagio non lento starts with what might be termed a very 

loose paraphrase of the rhythm and feeling of the original song. A dark, somber fugato fol

lows, its melody introduced by the viola and then imitated by the other instruments. The 

mood lightens as the tempo picks up slightly, and the first violin plays a distinctive rhythmic 

figure over a pulsing accompaniment. The fugato theme and its inversion are heard in this 

section before a brief violin cadenza acts as a transition back to a free, shorthand reprise of 

the slower first part. 

The guileless Intermezzo offers a welcome change from the Adagio's emotionally and 

intellectually charged atmosphere. The first violin sings the folk-like theme, while the 

others supply a simple pizzicato accompaniment, with only the merest touches of coun

termelody. The much faster, whispered middle section recalls the fleeting, delicate scher

zos from Mendelssohn's Octet and A Midsummer Night's Dream. After a repeat of the 

opening section, he combines the two musical ideas for the evanescent coda. 

Mendelssohn starts the Presto with a dramatic opening reminiscent of the recitative 

from the fourth movement of Beethoven's Op. 132. Everyone plays tremolo except the 

first violin, which plays an agitated ad libitum recitative based on the fugato theme of the 

second movement. Once past the recitative, Mendelssohn puts forth a multitude of 

motifs, many of which bear a kinship of some sort with material from previous move

ments, and particularly the "1st es wahr?" motto. At the very end of this vigorous move

ment, Mendelssohn brings back the introduction to the entire quartet. But this time, he 

allows it to continue with a melody that comes closest to the actual "1st es wahr?" song 

setting - thus integrating the entire quartet and bringing the music full circle. 

Completed on October 26, 1827, the Quartet, Op. 13 was actually written before the 

Quartet in E-flat, Op. 12, but published later. Although there is general agreement that 

Op. 13 is in the key of A minor, one frequently sees it listed as A major, probably 

because the first movement introduction is in that key. 

Notes from Guide to Chamber Music by Melvin Berger, © 1985 
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ARTEMIS QUARTET 
- BIOGRAPHY-

NATALIA PRTSCIIEPENKO AND HEit.iE MUELLER, VIOLINS 

VOLKER JACOBSEN, VIOLA 

ECKART RUNGE, CELLO 

On its North American debut tour as winner of the Borciani International String 

Quartet Competition in March 1998, the Artemis Quartet performed nine concerts in 

twelve days in half a dozen major cities, where their performances were called an "electri

fying" and "stunning, even visceral, experience." Its subsequent tours in 2000 and 2001 

included performances at Carnegie Hall's Weill Recital Hall, the Library of Congress and 

the University of California at Los Angeles, and elicited extraordinary praise across the 

country. The Artemis Quartet's meteoric rise to renown across Europe began with its 

sweep of the top awards at the German Music Competition in 1995, the Munich 

Competition in 1996, and the Borciani Competition in 1997. The Artemis has gone on to 

appear in major venues from the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam to the Salzburg Festival, 

the Beethovenhaus in Bonn and Wigmore Hall in London. In 2001, the Artemis was hon

ored with the Rheingau Music Award, and in the same year was the first quartet ever to be 

awarded the Music Prize of the Association of German Critics. Formed at the 

Musikhochschule in Lubeck, Germany, where its members studied with Walter Levin, for

merly of the LaSalle Quartet, the Quartet also worked with the Alban Berg Quartet in 

Cologne, and in master classes with the Emerson and Juilliard Quartets. In 1998, at the 

invitation of the Alban Berg Quartet, it was in residence at the Musikhochschule in 

Vienna, where it enlarged and deepened its repertoire and musical knowledge. In 1999, 

the young musicians accepted an invitation from the Berlin Science Academy to live and 

work intensively for three months with luminaries from other fields such as physics, liter

ature, art, history and mathematics. During this time, the Artemis scheduled no concerts 

in order to concentrate on this experience. The Quartet continues to reside in Berlin. The 

Artemis Quartet's recordings, on the Ars Musici label, include works by Mozart, 

Beethoven, Wolf, Zemlinsky, Webern, Berg, Ligeti, Brahms and Verdi. 

-NEXT CONCERT-

TUESDAY, MARCH 26TH, 2002 

Works by Parsons, White, Byrd, 

Taverner, Jacquet of Mantua, 

Crecquillon, and Desprez 
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